Qognify Guides Security Practitioners in Safeguarding their Security
and Business Operations at ISC West
Pearl River, New York – April **, 2019 – Qognify - the trusted advisor and provider of physical security
and enterprise incident management solutions, is exhibiting at ISC West and demonstrating to more
than 1,000 organizations around the world, how Qognify solutions are safeguarding people,
infrastructure and business operations. At booth 13074, Qognify’s team of subject matter experts will
advise security practitioners on how they can maximize the outcomes of their security strategies.

Attendees at the ISC West International Security Expo, being held at the Sands Expo Center will benefit
from insights they can apply to maximize their organization’s security strategy, whether in education,
critical facilities, finance, healthcare, logistics, manufacturing, retail or transportation sectors.
Qognify’s field-tested solutions have demonstrated maximum value to customers who place a
premium on physical security.

Qognify applies a consultative approach to building solutions for customers, as opposed to
recommending off-the-shelf products. The company works with customers to understand their
organizations’ strategic goals, along with any specific needs based on industry or legislative
requirements. Assessing each scenario individually in this collaborative process, has resulted in system
solutions that have quantifiably increased the security and operational efficiencies in enterprises.

Qognify CEO and President, Steve Shine states: “Customers with complex physical security
requirements, or systems that are dictated by strict regulations, or even those with specific needs
based on their particular industry have realized optimized outcomes with Qognify solutions.” Shine
adds: “Our software solutions reach beyond traditional safety and security applications and deliver far
reaching and quantifiable value to the customer across many industries and use cases – even in
unexpected areas that may surprise.”

Qognify invites visitors of ISC West to visit booth 13074 to learn about how Qognify provides added
value and unique physical security and incident management solutions to customers.

About Qognify
Qognify helps safeguard your world. Providing solutions that mitigate risks, increase security and
optimize operations, Qognify serves thousands of customers around the world, who place a premium
on their physical security. Qognify’s comprehensive portfolio contains physical security and enterprise
incident management solutions which optimize outcomes in vertical sectors including manufacturing,
transportation, retail, education, finance, logistics, corrections, critical infrastructures and city, state
& federal government. In 2018, Qognify acquired OnSSI Group with its brands OnSSI and SeeTec,
forming a leading global player in the physical security market. Qognify is headquartered in Pearl River,
New York, and operates major development hubs in Germany and Israel, as well as sales and support
offices around the globe.
www.qognify.com
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